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ABSTRACT
We present nebular phase optical and near-infrared spectroscopy of the Type IIP su-
pernova SN 2012aw combined with NLTE radiative transfer calculations applied to
ejecta from stellar evolution/explosion models. Our spectral synthesis models gener-
ally show good agreement with the ejecta from a MZAMS = 15 M⊙ progenitor star.
The emission lines of oxygen, sodium, and magnesium are all consistent with the nu-
cleosynthesis in a progenitor in the 14− 18 M⊙ range. We also demonstrate how the
evolution of the oxygen cooling lines of [O I] λ5577, [O I] λ6300, and [O I] λ6364 can be
used to constrain the mass of oxygen in the non-molecularly cooled ashes to < 1 M⊙,
independent of the mixing in the ejecta. This constraint implies that any progenitor
model of initial mass greater than 20 M⊙ would be difficult to reconcile with the ob-
served line strengths. A stellar progenitor of aroundMZAMS = 15 M⊙ can consistently
explain the directly measured luminosity of the progenitor star, the observed nebular
spectra, and the inferred pre-supernova mass-loss rate. We conclude that there is still
no convincing example of a Type IIP supernova showing the nucleosynthesis products
expected from a MZAMS > 20 M⊙ progenitor.
Key words: supernovae: general - supernovae: individual: SN 2012aw - stars: evolu-
tion - radiative transfer
1 INTRODUCTION
An understanding of the origin of the elements in the uni-
verse requires an understanding of the nucleosynthesis in
Type IIP supernovae (SNe) and their progenitors, which
make up 40% of all SN explosions in the local universe
(Li et al. 2011). These are the explosions of stars that have
retained most of their hydrogen envelopes throughout their
evolution, which results in a ∼100 day hydrogen recombina-
tion plateau in the light curve. After this follows the nebular
phase, when the inner regions of the ejecta become visible.
With recently produced SN ejecta grids from a range
of progenitor masses, improvements in atomic data, and the
development of NLTE (Non-Local Thermodynamic Equilib-
rium) radiative transfer codes (e.g., Dessart & Hillier 2011;
Jerkstrand, Fransson & Kozma 2011; Maurer et al. 2011),
self-consistently calculated synthetic spectra for these kind
of objects are now achievable. These models can be used to
diagnose the nucleosynthesis in individual events and im-
prove our understanding of the role of Type IIP SNe for the
⋆ E-mail:a.jerkstrand@qub.ac.uk
cosmic production of abundant intermediate-mass elements
such as oxygen.
Nucleosynthesis analysis can be performed in the nebu-
lar phase of the SN evolution, when the photosphere has
receded to reveal the products of hydrostatic and explo-
sive burning. Since the nucleosynthesis depends strongly on
the main-sequence mass of the star (e.g. Woosley & Weaver
1995), comparing the strengths of observed nebular lines to
models allows an estimate of the main-sequence mass.
In the cases where pre-explosion images of the pro-
genitor are available, another powerful technique for
estimating the progenitor mass is by comparing the
luminosity of the progenitor with stellar evolutionary
models (e.g. Smartt 2009). Combining such progen-
itor analysis with nebular phase spectral modelling
offers a way of tightly constraining stellar evolution
models and nucleosynthesis. A third approach to anal-
yse the link between progenitors and SN observables
is through hydrodynamical modeling of the diffusion-
phase light curve (see e.g. Utrobin & Chugai 2008, 2009;
Bersten, Benvenuto & Hamuy 2011; Pumo & Zampieri
2011).
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In Jerkstrand et al. (2012, J12 hereafter), we developed
models for the spectra of Type IIP SNe from the onset of
the nebular phase (∼ 140 days) up to 700 days, to use for
spectral analysis. These models solve for the non-thermal
energy deposition channels, the statistical and thermal equi-
librium for each layer of nuclear burning ashes, and the in-
ternal radiation field. The calculations are currently applied
to SN ejecta from stars evolved and exploded with KEPLER
(Woosley & Heger 2007).
Here, we apply these models to optical and near-
infrared observations of SN 2012aw, a nearby Type IIP SN
(Bose et al. 2013; Dall’Ora et al. 2013) with a potentially
luminous and massive progenitor directly identified in pre-
explosion images (Fraser et al. 2012; Van Dyk et al. 2012;
Kochanek, Khan & Dai 2012). The inferred luminosity of
the progenitor was disputed in these separate analyses (see
Sect. 5) but is potentially higher than most previous red su-
pergiant progenitor stars and a candidate to be the first star
withMZAMS > 20 M⊙ (from progenitor analysis) seen to ex-
plode as a Type IIP SN. The lack of any such stars in the
sample of detections and upper limits obtained so far has
been termed the “red supergiant problem” (Smartt et al.
2009), and is currently challenging our understanding of
the final outcomes of MZAMS = 20 − 30 M⊙ stars, and
their role in galactic nucleosynthesis. The strong theoreti-
cal dependency of the oxygen yield with progenitor mass
makes SN 2012aw an interesting candidate to analyze for
signs of the high mass of synthesised oxygen expected from
a MZAMS > 20 M⊙ progenitor.
2 OBSERVATIONAL DATA
We obtained four optical (250 − 451 days) and one near-
infrared (306 days) spectra of SN 2012aw using the William
Herschel Telescope (WHT) and the Nordic Optical Tele-
scope (NOT), as detailed in Table 1. The NIR spectrum
at 306 days post-explosion is among the latest near-infrared
spectra taken for a Type IIP SN. The optical spectra were
taken with ISIS (WHT) and ALFOSC (NOT), while the
near-infrared (NIR) WHT spectrum was taken with LIRIS.
All ISIS data were reduced within iraf using standard tech-
niques. The spectra were bias-subtracted and flat-fielded us-
ing a normalised flat field from an internal lamp. Cosmic
rays were removed in the 2D spectral images using lacos-
mic (van Dokkum 2001), before individual exposures were
combined, and the 1D spectrum was optimally extracted.
Arc spectra from CuNe and CuAr lamps were used to wave-
length calibrate the extracted spectra, while flux calibra-
tion was performed using observations of spectrophotomet-
ric standard stars taken with the same instrumental config-
uration on the same night. No attempt was made to correct
for telluric absorptions. The NOT spectra were reduced in a
similar manner, including corrections for second order con-
tamination (Stanishev 2007).
To calibrate the spectra to photometry, we scaled each
spectrum with a constant to minimize the RMS difference
between synthetic photometry calculated from the spec-
tra and observed Johnson-Cousins BV RI photometry. For
the day 250 spectrum we used the day 248 photometry of
Bose et al. (2013) and for the day 332 spectrum we used
the day 333 photometry of Dall’Ora et al. (2013). For the
day 369 and day 451 spectra, we employed an extrapolation
of the Dall’Ora et al. (2013) day 333 photometry assuming
decline rates based on the Sahu et al. (2006) observations
of SN 2004et (which had a spectral evolution similar to SN
2012aw) between 336 − 372 days for the day 369 spectrum
and between 336−412 days for the 451 day spectrum. We ob-
tain RMS errors of 4.6% (250d), 8.0% (332d), 7.3% (369d),
and 11% (451d) for the BV RI scatter, which we regard as
representative of the absolute flux errors.
For the LIRIS NIR spectrum, we alternated the tar-
get between two positions in the LIRIS slit. By subtracting
pairs of spectra at different slit positions from each other,
the sky background and detector bias were removed. LIRIS
suffers from a problem where pixels may be shifted during
readout, so we first “descrambled” the raw data to correct
for this, using the lcpixmap task with the liris data re-
duction package within iraf 1. The 2D spectra were then
flat-fielded and shifted to spatially align the spectra. They
were then extracted and wavelength calibrated using Xe and
Ar arc lamps. A solar analog was observed in between the zJ
and HK spectra of SN 2012aw at a similar airmass, and this
was used to correct for the telluric absorption. As there are
few good spectrophotometric standards in the NIR, we per-
formed an approximate flux calibration, estimated by scal-
ing the flux of the telluric standard to match its catalogued
2MASS JHK magnitudes. The resulting spectrum showed
a ∼30% flux deficiency in the overlap region with both the
day 250 and day 332 optical spectra (scaled with exponential
decay factors to the same epoch). We therefore applied an
additional correction factor of 1.3 to force overlap between
the NIR spectrum and the optical spectra.
To compare the observed spectra to models, we adopt
a distance of 9.9 Mpc (Bose et al. 2013), an extinction of
EB−V = 0.074 mag (Bose et al. 2013) and the extinction law
of Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis (1989), with RV = 3.1. The
uncertainties in distance and extinction are small (0.1 Mpc
and 0.008 mags, respectively, Bose et al. (2013)). We also
adopt a recessional velocity of 778 km s−1 (Bose et al. 2013),
and an explosion epoch of March 16 2013 (MJD 56002) from
Fraser et al. (2012). The ejected mass of 56Ni is well con-
strained to be 0.06 ± 0.01 M⊙ by the evolution in the early
nebular phase when gamma-ray trapping is almost complete
(Bose et al. 2013).
3 MODELLING
We computeMZAMS = 12, 15 and 19 M⊙ models at the ob-
servational epochs of SN 2012aw, following the same method
and model setup as described in J12, apart from a few minor
code updates described below. The model setup procedure
(as more completely described in J12) involves dividing the
ejecta into several chemically distinct zones - Fe/He, Si/S,
O/Si/S, O/Ne/Mg, O/C, He/C, He/N, and H, named af-
ter their dominant components. To mimic the mixing struc-
tures obtained in multidimensional explosion simulations,
the metal zones (Fe/He, Si/S, O/Si/S, O/Ne/Mg, O/C)
are macroscopically mixed together with parts of the He/C,
He/N, and H zones (fractions 0.6, 0.6, and 0.15 respectively)
1 http://www.ing.iac.es/astronomy/instruments/liris/liris ql.html
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Table 1. Log of spectroscopy of SN 2012aw. The phase is with respect to the explosion epoch of March 16 2012 (Fraser et al. 2012).
The resolution is the FWHM resolution at the midpoint of the spectral range.
Date Phase Instrument Disperser Coverage Exp. Time Slit Dispersion Resolution
(days) (A˚) (seconds) (′′) (A˚/pixel) (A˚)
2012-11-21 +250 WHT+ISIS R300B/R158R 3300-9500 1800 2.0 0.86/1.8 8.2/15.4
2013-01-16 +306 WHT+LIRIS zJ+HK 8870-24000 2000/1600 1.0 6.1/10 14/30
2013-02-11 +332 WHT+ISIS R300B/R158R 3300-9500 1800 1.5 0.86/1.8 6.2/11.6
2013-03-20 +369 NOT+ALFOSC Grism 4 3330-9140 5400 1.0 2.95 16
2013-06-10 +451 WHT+ISIS R300B/R158R 3300-9500 2700 1.0 0.86/1.8 4.1/7.7
in a core region between 0 and 1800 km s−1. Each zone has
an individual filling factor in this core, and is distributed
over 103 (identical) clumps. The model takes dust forma-
tion into account by applying a gray opacity over the core
from 250 days, growing with dτdust = 1.8 × 10
−3 per day
(a calibration to the observed dust emission of SN 2004et).
Over the period covered here, this dust component has only
a small effect on the optical/NIR spectrum as τdust < 0.18 at
all times. Outside the core reside the remaining helium layers
followed by the hydrogen envelope, whose density profile is
determined by the one-dimensional hydrodynamic solutions.
The exact zone masses, chemical compositions, and density
profiles for the 12, 15 and 19 M⊙ models are given in J12.
In addition to these, we here also compute the spectral evo-
lution of the MZAMS = 25 M⊙ model of Woosley & Heger
(2007), which was set-up following the same method. Table
2 shows its zone masses, filling factors, and chemical com-
position.
We make a few minor updates to the code compared
to the version used in J12. First, we replace the non-
relativistic Doppler formula with the relativistic one (e.g.
Rybicki & Lightman 1979)
λ = λ′γ(V )
(
1−
V
c
cos θ
)
(1)
where λ and λ′ are the wavelengths in the two frames, V is
the relative velocity, θ is the angle (between the direction of
the photon and the velocity), c is the speed of light, and γ =(
1− V 2/c2
)−1/2
. We find this correction to give small but
discernible differences in the line profiles, useful for detailed
analysis of dust effects etc. Second, we increase the number
of photon packets in the Monte Carlo simulations to keep
photon noise to a minimum. Finally, we correct a minor
error in the J12 calculations where the first photoexcitation
rate in each NLTE solution was accidentally set to zero.
Recomputation shows that this did not have any noticeable
effects on the spectra apart from a 5-10% shift in the Na I
D line luminosity.
All model spectra presented in the paper have been con-
volved with a Gaussian with FWHM = λ/500, correspond-
ing to the typical resolving power of the instruments.
4 RESULTS
Figs. 1 and 2 show the observed (dereddened and redshift
corrected) optical and near-infrared spectra of SN 2012aw,
compared to the MZAMS = 15 M⊙ model computed at the
corresponding epochs.
The model has an initial 56Ni mass of 0.062 M⊙, and
the agreement in flux levels during the early radioactive tail
phase shows that SN 2012aw has a similar 56Ni mass, as also
found by Bose et al. (2013). Spectroscopically, there is sat-
isfactory agreement throughout the evolution, showing that
the ejecta model is representative of the SN 2012aw ejecta
and that the model calculations capture the main physical
processes important for the formation of the spectrum. The
main shortcomings of the model - too strong Hα, Paα, He I
λ1.083 µm, He I λ2.058 µm, as well as too strong scattering
in Ca II λλ8542, 8662, are the same issues that were present
in the analysis of SN 2004et (J12). The incorrect Ca II NIR
triplet reproduction occurs as Ca II λ8498 and Ca II λ8542
scatter in Ca II λ8662 in the model, presumably due to a too
high density in the envelope, or a poorly reproduced ioniza-
tion balance in calcium (the relative amounts of Ca II and
Ca III). The H and He line discrepancies are likely related
to the mixing-scheme applied for bringing hydrogen and he-
lium clumps into the radioactive core, but do not strongly
affect our analysis of the metal emission lines below.
There is a unique emission line that provides a di-
rect link to the nucleosynthesis - the [O I] λλ6300,
6364 doublet. The usefulness of this line stems from sev-
eral factors. Oxygen production is highly sensitive to the
helium-core mass, which in turn depends on the zero-
age main sequence (ZAMS) mass (e.g. Woosley & Weaver
1995; Thielemann, Nomoto & Hashimoto 1996). Addition-
ally, most of the oxygen is synthesized during hydrostatic
helium and carbon burning, with little creation or destruc-
tion in the explosive process. Finally, the carbon burning
ashes (the O/Ne/Mg zone) that contain most of the synthe-
sised oxygen are devoid of much carbon and silicon, which
prevents the formation of any large amounts of CO and SiO
(at least for t < 500 days, Sarangi & Cherchneff (2013))
that would damp out the thermal [O I] λλ6300, 6364 emis-
sion, as happens in the helium and neon burning ashes (e.g
Liu & Dalgarno 1995). For SN 2004et, the [O I] λλ6300,
6364 luminosity was about as strong as the combined molec-
ular emission in fundamental and overtone bands of CO and
SiO (Kotak et al. 2009, J12), showing that the bulk of the
oxygen is not molecularly cooled. In SN 2012aw, the CO
overtone at 2.3 µm is similar in strength to SN 2004et (Fig.
2), consistent with the amount of molecular cooling being
similar in these two objects.
In the absence of significant molecular cooling, the [O
I] λλ6300, 6364 doublet becomes the main cooling agent of
the carbon burning ashes, reemitting 50 − 70% of the de-
posited thermal energy in our models in the 300 − 700 day
interval. Since a larger mass of oxygen-rich ashes absorbs a
larger amount of gamma-rays, the line is a direct tracer of
the oxygen production. The analysis is aided by the oxygen
c© 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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Table 2. The 25 M⊙ model. The total ejecta mass is 13.7 M⊙. The core filling factors are denoted fcore. Mass fractions below 10−9 are
put to zero in the model.
Zone Fe/He Si/S O/Si/S O/Ne/Mg O/C He/C He/N H
Mass (M⊙) 0.064 0.18 0.62 2.7 1.4 1.0 0.35 7.4
fcore 0.15 0.10 0.028 0.15 0.077 0.081 0.027 0.39
Mass fractions:
56Ni + 56Co 0.77 0.075 4.8× 10−7 1.3× 10−7 3.9× 10−8 4.2× 10−8 2.9× 10−8 0
57Co 0.031 1.7× 10−3 4.4× 10−6 1.7× 10−7 2.1× 10−8 6.8× 10−9 1.4× 10−9 0
44Ti 3.4× 10−4 1.8× 10−5 1.7× 10−6 0 0 0 0 0
H 7.5× 10−8 1.3× 10−9 0 0 0 0 6.7× 10−8 0.53
He 0.12 1.1× 10−5 1.9× 10−6 1.5× 10−6 2.6× 10−5 0.96 0.99 0.45
C 2.7× 10−6 6.4× 10−7 8.6× 10−5 8.1× 10−3 0.20 0.017 3.2× 10−4 8.6× 10−4
N 2.8× 10−7 0 2.2× 10−5 4.2× 10−5 1.5× 10−5 7.7× 10−6 9.0× 10−3 5.5× 10−3
O 7.9× 10−6 6.7× 10−6 0.55 0.74 0.75 4.1× 10−3 1.6× 10−4 3.5× 10−3
Ne 8.6× 10−6 1.7× 10−6 1.5× 10−4 0.16 0.034 0.014 1.1× 10−3 1.2× 10−3
Na 4.8× 10−7 7.4× 10−7 5.5× 10−6 2.2× 10−3 2.0× 10−4 1.9× 10−4 1.8× 10−4 9.9× 10−5
Mg 1.9× 10−5 1.7× 10−4 0.014 0.063 7.1× 10−3 5.8× 10−4 5.7× 10−4 6.1× 10−4
Al 6.7× 10−6 2.2× 10−4 4.5× 10−4 6.3× 10−3 1.0× 10−4 7.5× 10−5 1.0× 10−4 6.9× 10−5
Si 2.3× 10−4 0.37 0.26 0.013 8.9× 10−4 8.3× 10−4 8.2× 10−4 8.2× 10−4
S 1.9× 10−4 0.39 0.15 3.9× 10−4 2.3× 10−4 4.1× 10−4 4.2× 10−4 4.2× 10−4
Ar 1.5× 10−4 0.060 0.022 8.1× 10−5 8.6× 10−5 1.1× 10−4 1.1× 10−4 1.1× 10−4
Ca 1.7× 10−3 0.042 5.0× 10−3 2.7× 10−5 2.8× 10−5 7.3× 10−5 7.4× 10−5 7.4× 10−5
Sc 2.1× 10−7 2.7× 10−7 2.7× 10−7 1.5× 10−6 7.8× 10−7 8.5× 10−8 4.5× 10−8 4.5× 10−8
Ti 1.1× 10−3 5.8× 10−4 4.8× 10−5 7.9× 10−6 8.0× 10−6 3.4× 10−6 3.4× 10−6 3.4× 10−6
V 1.3× 10−5 1.5× 10−4 3.8× 10−6 5.2× 10−7 3.2× 10−7 4.9× 10−7 4.3× 10−7 4.3× 10−7
Cr 1.6× 10−3 7.5× 10−3 3.3× 10−5 1.2× 10−5 1.3× 10−5 2.0× 10−5 2.0× 10−5 2.0× 10−5
Mn 2.1× 10−6 3.3× 10−4 2.3× 10−6 2.8× 10−6 2.1× 10−6 1.8× 10−5 1.5× 10−5 1.5× 10−5
Fe 9.7× 10−4 0.047 4.7× 10−4 5.7× 10−4 5.8× 10−4 1.4× 10−3 1.4× 10−3 1.4× 10−3
Co 3.7× 10−8 3.1× 10−9 1.7× 10−6 1.6× 10−4 1.7× 10−4 4.4× 10−6 4.0× 10−6 4.0× 10−6
Ni 0.037 2.7× 10−3 1.1× 10−3 6.6× 10−4 6.8× 10−4 8.2× 10−5 8.2× 10−5 8.2× 10−5
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Figure 1. Observed (dereddened and redshift corrected) spectra of SN 2012aw (red) compared to the 15 M⊙ model (blue). The gray
band shows the strongest telluric absorption band.
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density constraints set by the evolution of the [O I] λ6300/[O
I] λ6364 line ratio (Spyromilio & Pinto 1991; Li & McCray
1992), although for low-mass stars (MZAMS . 12 M⊙)
contributions by primordial oxygen in the hydrogen enve-
lope necessitates a multi-component analysis (Maguire et al.
2012). The density used in the model is the one derived from
observations of the [O I] λ6300/[O I] λ6364 line ratio in SN
1987A. It is clear from Fig. 1 that the observed line ratio in
SN 2012aw evolves in a manner consistent with the model,
and thus the oxygen density in SN 2012aw must be similar
to the one in SN 1987A. Also many other Type IIP SNe
show a similar evolution of this line ratio, suggesting that
the oxygen density shows little variation within the Type
IIP class (Maguire et al. 2012).
Another important aspect of the [O I] λλ6300, 6364
modelling is to have a representative morphological struc-
ture for how the gamma-ray emitting 56Co clumps are hy-
drodynamically mixed with the oxygen clumps, since this
determines the amount of gamma-ray energy deposited into
the oxygen clumps. The model we use assumes a uniform
distribution of 56Ni and O clumps between zero and 1800
km s−1, a scenario that emerges by Rayleigh-Taylor mixing
in the explosion (e.g. Kifonidis et al. 2006) and is empiri-
cally supported by the observed similarity between iron and
oxygen emission line profiles (J12, see also Fig. 3 here). A
check on this mixing treatment is nevertheless desirable and
the ratio of [O I] λ5577 to [O I] λλ6300, 6364 can help.
Whereas [O I] λλ6300, 6364 has been widely discussed and
used in previous nebular analyses, [O I] λ5577 has rarely
been used since it is about an order of magnitude weaker
than [O I] λλ6300, 6364 and lies in a more blended spectral
region. But if a luminosity can be extracted, the [O I] λ5577
line is useful as the [O I] λ5577/[O I] λλ6300, 6364 ratio is
sensitive to the temperature and therefore the gamma-ray
deposition per unit mass. Both lines are excited by thermal
collisions, but as they have different excitation energies their
line ratio depends on the temperature (and density) (see e.g.
Fransson & Chevalier 1989).
An emission line that we identify with [O I] λ5577 is
clearly detected in SN 2012aw (Fig. 3), although it is par-
tially blended with another line that we identify with [Fe II]
λ5528. To measure the luminosity in [O I] λ5577 we simul-
taneously fit the [Fe II] λ5528 and [O I] λ5577 lines with two
Gaussians, with the results reported in Table 3.
At the temperatures of interest here, the critical densi-
ties (above which the lines form in LTE) for the [O I] λ5577
and [O I] λλ6300, 6364 lines are n5577e = 10
8β5577 cm
−3
and n6300,6364e = 3× 10
6β6300,6364 cm
−3, respectively, where
βλ = (1− exp (−τλ)) /τλ is the Sobolev escape probability
and τλ is the Sobolev optical depth (Sobolev 1957). The [O
I] λλ6300, 6364 critical density is well below the oxygen-zone
electron density in the model for several years, implying that
the line is formed in LTE. For the [O I] λ5577 line, the LTE
approximation is accurate up to ∼250 days, but after that
the model luminosity starts falling below the LTE value.
In LTE, the line ratio is
L5577
L6300,6364
=
g2p4(1S)
g2p4(1D)
e
−∆E
kT
A5577β5577
A6300,6364β6300,6364
λ6300,6364
λ5577
= 38× exp
(
−25790 K
T
)
β5577
β6300,6364
. (2)
where we have used ∆E = E(2p4(1S)) − E(2p4(1D)) =
c© 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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[O I] λ5577 component in the 15 M⊙ model (blue, dashed). The
Gaussian central wavelengths are fixed at 5533 A˚ (the 270 km
s−1 offset from 5528 A˚ may be due to contribution by other lines
or possibly by an asymmetry in the iron distribution) and 5577
A˚, and the widths are fixed at FWHM = 40 A˚.
2.22 eV, g(2p4(1S)) = 1, g(2p4(1D)) = 5, A6300,6364 =
7.4 × 10−3 s−1, and A5577 = 1.26 s
−1. If the [O I] λ5577
line is formed in NLTE, the line ratio will be smaller than
the quantity on the RHS, still allowing a lower limit to T
to be set. This in turn translates to an upper limit in the
oxygen mass, which we will find useful.
A direct and model-independent determination of T is
complicated by the factor β5577/β6300,6364 , but fortunately
this can be constrained. Since the observed [O I] λ6364 line
is always weaker than [O I] λ6300, the doublet is at least
partially transitioning to optical thinness (in the optically
thick limit the two lines have equal strength whereas in the
optically thin limit the [O I] λ6364 line is three times weaker
than the [O I] λ6300 line), so τ6300,6364 . 2, or equivalently
β6300,6364 & 0.5. The optical depth in [O I] λ5577 is always
smaller than in [O I] λλ6300, 6364 (at least for the T .
5000 K regime that is relevant here), so also β5577 & 0.5.
Thus, the β5577/β6300,6364 ratio must be in the range 1 −
2. In our models, the ratio is between 1.3 − 1.6 over the
evolution covered here (250− 450 days). If we use a value of
1.5 throughout, the observed line ratios correspond to the
temperatures listed in column five of Table 3.
These temperatures are ∼500 K lower than the ones
computed in the model. Part of this may be due to NLTE
in [O I] λ5577, which causes the temperatures computed
assuming LTE to be lower than the true temperatures.
Inspection of our statistical equilibrium solutions indeed
shows that the parent state of [O I] λ5577 (2p4(1S)) de-
viates from LTE after 250 days, with a departure coefficient
n2p4(1S)/n
LTE
2p4(1S) = 0.8−0.3 over the 250−450 day interval.
Nevertheless, the [O I] λ5577 line in the model is somewhat
brighter than the observed line (Fig. 3), so part of the tem-
perature discrepancy may also be due to a too high gamma-
ray deposition into the oxygen clumps in the model, in turn
caused by a too strong mixing between 56Ni and oxygen
clumps. Although the mixing affects the thermal conditions
in the oxygen zones, its influence via the ionization balance
is small as almost all oxygen is neutral.
Given a temperature estimate, the O I mass can be
estimated from the luminosity in either line. The weaker ex-
ponential dependency of the [O I] λλ6300, 6364 luminosity
with temperature propagates a smaller error from temper-
ature errors, and in addition L6300,6364 can be measured to
higher accuracy than L5577 since it is always stronger. We
thus use the equation
MOI = L6300,636416mp
Z(T )
g2p4(1D)
e
E
2p4(1D)
kT (Aβhν)−16300,6364
=
L6300,6364/β6300,6364
9.7× 1041 erg s−1
× exp
(
22720 K
T
)
M⊙ ,
(3)
to estimate the oxygen mass (where mp is the proton mass,
and we approximate the partition function Z(T ) with the
ground state statistical weight, g2p4(3P ) = 9). If we use
β6300,6364 = 0.5 throughout (its minimum value based on the
[O I] λ6300/[O I] λ6364 line ratio), we obtain the O I masses
listed in the last column of Table 3 (∼ 0.6 M⊙). These are
close to the total masses of thermally emitting oxygen as the
gas is mostly neutral (xOII . 0.1 at all times in the mod-
els). The derived masses are in the range 0.4 − 0.9 M⊙ at
all epochs, which corresponds to the amount of oxygen in
the O/Ne/Mg layer of a 16−17 M⊙ progenitor as computed
by Woosley & Heger (2007). Using a β5577/β6300,6364 ratio
of 2 instead of 1.5 shifts the oxygen mass range to 0.6− 1.2
M⊙ (MZAMS = 17 − 19 M⊙), and using a ratio of 1 gives
0.3 − 0.7 M⊙ (MZAMS = 14 − 17 M⊙). The oxygen mass
in the O/Ne/Mg layer of the 15 M⊙ progenitor star is 0.3
M⊙, on the lower end of these estimates, for the reasons
discussed above (some combination of departure from LTE
and a too strong mixing between 56Ni and oxygen clumps
in the model).
The power of these analytical arguments is that the
[O I] λ6300/[O I] λ6364 line ratio combined with the [O I]
λ5577/[O I] λλ6300, 6364 line ratio provide checks on the
density and energy deposition for the oxygen clumps in any
model. Since breakdown of the LTE assumption can only
lead to overestimated oxygen masses using Eqs. 2 and 3, it
would be difficult to reconcile any ejecta which has more
than 1 M⊙ of oxygen in the O/Ne/Mg zone with the ob-
served oxygen line strengths, independent of how the oxygen
is mixed hydrodynamically and compositionally. For exam-
ple, at MZAMS = 20 M⊙, the oxygen mass in the O/Ne/Mg
layer is over 1.5 M⊙ in the Woosley & Heger (2007) models,
and the spectrum from such an ejecta would be inconsis-
tent with the observed line strengths of SN 2012aw given
the constraints on temperature derived here (see J12 for
model spectra from such a high-mass star). It also seems
clear that a hypothetical inmixing of coolants like calcium,
carbon, silicon, CO, or SiO into the O/Ne/Mg zone cannot
save such a model; apart from the temperature constraints
considered above, Figs. 1 and 2 show that there is not suffi-
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cient observed luminosity from either of these elements ([Ca
II] λλ7291, 7323, Ca II λλ8498, 8542, 8662, [C I] λ8727, [C
I] λλ9824, 9850, [Si I] λ1.10 µm, [Si I] λλ1.60, 1.64 µm, CO
overtone band), to account for any significant cooling of a
large oxygen mass. For SN 2004et, which had a very similar
spectral evolution in the optical and NIR, observations in
the MIR also ruled out CO and SiO fundamental bands as
strong enough cooling channels for such a scenario.
The models here therefore represent calculations with
no obvious discrepancy with observations regarding the ther-
mal emission from the oxygen zones. We find, both here for
SN 2012aw and in J12 for SN 2004et, an amount of thermally
emitting oxygen < 1 M⊙. As the oxygen mass rises steeply
with progenitor mass, this sets a constraint on the upper
mass for the progenitor star model of 18 M⊙, assuming nu-
cleosynthesis as calculated by Woosley & Heger (2007).
The only other clearly detected oxygen line is O I λ1.130
µm (O I λ7771 may be detected in the 250-day spectrum
but is not to be confused with the (unidentified)2 line seen
at ∼7700 A˚). The O I λ1.130 µm line is radiatively pumped
by Lyβ line overlap with O I λ1025.76, much of which is
zone-crossing between hydrogen clumps and oxygen clumps3
(Oliva 1993, J12). Our model treats the local line-overlap in
this line, producing an emission feature from the primordial
oxygen in the hydrogen clumps (Fig. 2). As is clear from
Fig. 2 though, this is not enough to reproduce the line lu-
minosity, in agreement with the analysis of this line in SN
1987A (Oliva 1993). That the [O I] λ1.130 µm line is not a
recombination line can be inferred from the lack of similar
strength emission from other lines that are expected to have
similar recombination luminosities; O I λ7771, O I λ9263
and O I λ1.316 µm. The oxygen recombination lines are
all observationally weak or absent. In the model this arises
as many O II ions are neutralized by rapid charge trans-
fer reactions, with for example C I and Mg I, rather than
by radiative recombination. These charge transfer reactions
usually occur to the ground state or first excited state in
O I, thereby preventing the radiative cascade that follows
radiative recombinations to higher levels.
Two other important elements reside in the carbon
burning ashes; magnesium and sodium. A successful model
must be able to account for the observed luminosities in
these lines as well as in the oxygen lines, but as discussed
in J12, these lines are more challenging to model accurately.
Fig. 4 shows the measured evolution in the line luminosities
of [O I] λλ6300, 6364, Mg I] λ4571, and Na I-D, compared to
the models for 12, 15, 19 and 25 M⊙ progenitors. As seen in
Fig. 4, the observed Mg I] λ4571 and Na I-D line strengths
are bracketed by the 15 − 19 M⊙ model range, which over-
laps with the 14 - 18 M⊙ mass range determined from the
oxygen lines.
The 25 M⊙ model shows some interesting behaviour. It
has an O/Ne/Mg zone of 2.7 M⊙, compared to 1.9 M⊙ of
2 A plausible identification of this line is the ground state res-
onance line of potassium - K I 4s(2S)-4p(2Po) λλ7665, 7699
(Spyromilio et al. 1991) which is not included in our model.
3 The Lyβ photon is created in a hydrogen clump but performs a
random walk into an oxygen clump while still resonantly trapped.
This leads to a breakdown of the Sobolev approximation where
all physical conditions are assumed to stay constant over the res-
onance region.
the 19 M⊙ model and 0.45 M⊙ of the 15 M⊙ model. There
is thus a more dramatic increase in oxygen production be-
tween 15 and 19 M⊙ than between 19 and 25 M⊙, which is
reflected in the oxygen line luminosities. The 25 M⊙ model
still produces brighter O I lines, but only by ∼20% between
140−350 days and almost not at all after that. In addition to
the smaller difference in oxygen production, the metal con-
tent in the core of the 25 M⊙ ejecta starts to take up such
a large fraction of the volume (50%), that some line block-
ing occurs even around 6300 A˚, further reducing the line
luminosity. The Mg I] 4571 line luminosity increases more
linearly throughout the 12 − 25 M⊙ range, and is therefore
an important complement to the oxygen lines for the anal-
ysis. Finally, the Na I-D lines are actually weaker in the 25
M⊙ model compared to the 19 M⊙ model. This is because
sodium nucleosynthesis is not a strictly monotonic function
of progenitor mass, and there is less synthesized sodium in
the 25 M⊙ ejecta (6 × 10
−3 M⊙) than in the 19 M⊙ ejecta
(1.3× 10−2 M⊙).
In the NIR, the model reproduces all the distinct emis-
sion lines qualitatively, which includes lines from H I, He I,
C I, N I, O I, Na I, Mg I, Si I, S II, Fe I, Fe II, Co II, as
labeled in Fig. 2. The model predicts a strong He I λ2.058
µm line which is not observed (it was also absent/weak in
SN 2004et), as well as a too strong He I λ1.083 µm line. Of
the NIR lines, J12 found C I λ1.454 µm, Mg I λ1.504 µm
and [Si I] λλ1.607, 1.645 µm to be the lines most sensitive
to the nucleosynthesis. In general these lines are in rough
agreement with the 15 M⊙ model (Fig. 2), but we cannot
with confidence distinguish between different models in the
12− 19 M⊙ range. For instance the [Si I] λλ1.607, 1.645 µm
lines are in best agreement with a 12 M⊙ model whereas Mg
I λ1.504 µm is in best agreement with a 19 M⊙ model. The
uncertainty in the absolute flux calibration of the NIR spec-
trum (as NIR photometry is lacking) should also be kept
in mind. All observed line fluxes appear weaker than in the
19 M⊙ model (see J12 for the 19 M⊙ spectrum), and the
NIR spectrum constraints therefore agree with the optical
constraints in ruling out a high-mass progenitor.
5 DISCUSSION
The link between progenitor mass and nucleosynthesis
depends on how some uncertain physical processes are
treated in the stellar evolution model. Whereas mass-
loss, convection, and metallicity have weak influence on
the oxygen nucleosynthesis (Dessart et al. 2013), semi-
convection (Langer 1991), overshooting (Langer 1991;
Schaller et al. 1992; Dessart et al. 2013) and rotation
(Hirschi, Meynet & Maeder 2004; Dessart et al. 2013) can
alter the oxygen nucleosynthesis by more than a factor of
two. The KEPLER models we use employ efficient semi-
convection (see discussions in Langer, El Eid & Fricke 1985;
Woosley & Weaver 1988; Langer 1991) and overshooting
(see Woosley & Weaver 1988), but no rotation. Models with
overshooting produce about twice as much oxygen as mod-
els without and fast-rotating models produce a factor ∼1.5
more oxygen than non-rotating ones (Dessart et al. 2013).
These effects are also reflected in the stellar luminosities,
with non-rotating models with efficient overshooting tending
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Table 3. The line luminosities of [O I] λ5577 and [O I] λλ6300, 6364, their ratio, the single-zone LTE temperature corresponding to this
ratio, and the LTE O I mass corresponding to this temperature. For all line luminosity measurements we estimate a ±30% (relative)
error in [O I] λ5577 and a ±20% error in [O I] λλ6300, 6364.
Time L5577 L6300,6364 L5577/L6300,6364 TLTEβratio=1.5
M(OI)LTEβratio=1.5,β6300,6364=0.5
(days) (1038 erg s−1) (1038 erg s−1) (K) (M⊙)
250 1.5± 0.45 13± 2.6 0.12± 0.042 4170+220
−280 0.6
+0.3
−0.2
332 0.68± 0.20 8.6± 1.7 0.079 ± 0.029 3920+190
−250 0.6
+0.3
−0.1
369 0.39± 0.12 6.7± 1.4 0.057 ± 0.021 3740+170
−230 0.6
+0.3
−0.2
451 0.082± 0.025 3.3± 0.66 0.025± 0.0090 3330+140
−180 0.6
+0.3
−0.1
0.05
0.1
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Figure 4. Observed luminosities of [O I] λλ6300, 6364, Mg I] λ4571, and Na I-D lines compared to models for 12 (blue, dot-dashed), 15
(black, solid), 19 (green, dashed), and 25 M⊙ (magenta, dotted) progenitors. The line fluxes are extracted by an automated algorithm
applied in the same way to observed and modeled spectra, as described in J12. We estimate the statistical errors by (quadrature) adding
the RMS error of the photometric flux calibration (Sect. 2) to the estimated error from the continuum fit in the algorithm (taken as
±20% here).
to match the luminosities of rotating models (see discussion
in Smartt et al. 2009).
Reviewing a variety of models for nucleosynthesis yields
(Thielemann, Nomoto & Hashimoto 1996; Nomoto et al.
1997; Limongi & Chieffi 2003; Hirschi, Meynet & Maeder
2005; Woosley & Heger 2007), the factor two variety in oxy-
gen yield for a given ZAMS mass is confirmed. For instance,
at MZAMS = 15 M⊙, the ejected masses vary from 0.4− 1.0
M⊙, and at MZAMS = 25 M⊙from 2.2− 3.6 M⊙. This latter
range is clearly higher than the oxygen mass in SN 2012aw
derived here.
Whereas these issues in stellar evolution physics still re-
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Figure 5. The final pre-SN luminosity as function of stellar mass,
from three sets of stellar evolution models discussed in the text.
The KEPLER models are those used as input for the spectral
modelling in this paper. The range of luminosities of the pro-
genitor star of SN 2012aw calculated by Kochanek, Khan, & Dai
(2012) (logL/L⊙ = 4.8 − 5.0) are shown, corresponding to the
end point luminosities of 13− 16 M⊙ KEPLER progenitors.
main to be resolved, any model can be checked for its ability
to reproduce both the progenitor appearance and the derived
nucleosynthesis of an individual event. As described in Sect.
3, the KEPLER supernova progenitor models with masses
in the rangeMZAMS = 14−18 M⊙ have nucleosynthesis that
satisfactorily reproduces the observed nebular spectrum of
SN 2012aw. The model progenitor luminosities from this
range can then be compared with the derived luminosity of
the progenitor star. The Woosley & Heger (2007) final lu-
minosities (from private communication with S. Woosley)
are shown in Fig. 5, along with those from the STARS mod-
els (Eldridge & Tout 2004)4 and the Geneva rotating models
(Ekstro¨m et al. 2012). The KEPLER model luminosities are
at the pre-SN silicon burning stage, whereas the other two
are at the end of core C-burning, but the surface luminos-
ity of a red supergiant is not expected to change after this
stage.
The progenitor star of SN 2012aw was originally iden-
tified from optical and near-infrared images by Fraser et al.
(2012) and Van Dyk et al. (2012) as a red supergiant with
luminosity of log (L/L⊙) = 5.0 − 5.6 and log (L/L⊙) =
5.18 − 5.24, respectively. Both papers argued for signifi-
cant extinction of the progenitor, most likely due to cir-
cumstellar dust that was later destroyed in the explosion,
as the SN itself had a low line of sight extinction. An ex-
tended reanalysis of the progenitor photometry was car-
ried out by Kochanek, Khan & Dai (2012) who performed
a more detailed calculation of the extinction by comput-
ing the transfer through a realistic circumstellar density dis-
tribution and computing optical properties of the dust (in
comparison, Fraser et al. (2012) and Van Dyk et al. (2012)
treated the dust as a distant dust screen which removes
all photons that scatter on it from the observer). With the
Kochanek, Khan & Dai (2012) treatment, the derived stel-
4 http://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/∼stars/archive/
lar luminosity is lowered by several tenths of a dex, as many
photons scatter on the circumstellar dust but still reach
the observer, and the authors find the observed progeni-
tor SED to be consistent with a red supergiant star with
log (L/L⊙) = 4.8 − 5.0. As shown in Fig. 5, this progeni-
tor luminosity corresponds to a KEPLER progenitor in the
13− 16 M⊙ range, consistent with the results from the neb-
ular analysis in this paper.
Kochanek, Khan & Dai (2012) also noted that the X-
ray and radio observations of SN 2012aw constrained the
progenitor’s mass-loss rate to − log
(
M˙/M⊙yr
−1
)
= 5.5 −
5.0. The KEPLER models employ mass loss rates from
the empirical parametrisation of Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager
(1990) which are − log
(
M˙/M⊙yr
−1
)
= 5.4 − 5.2 for
log (L/L⊙) = 5.0, MZAMS = 15 M⊙ and 3500 K < Teff <
4500 K.
There is therefore encouraging consistency between the
required mass-loss rate from X-ray and radio observations,
the progenitor luminosity from pre-explosion imaging, and
the nucleosynthesis derived from the nebular spectra. How-
ever, hydrodynamical modeling of the optically thick phase
(Dall’Ora et al. 2013) favors an ejecta mass > 20 M⊙, and
thus a higher-mass progenitor. Understanding the differ-
ences in results between progenitor imaging, hydrodynami-
cal modeling, and nebular phase spectral analysis is a high
priority in the Type IIP research field.
We hope in the future to continually increase the accu-
racy of our nebular-phase spectral models, and apply them
to grids of multidimensional explosions with self-consistently
calculated mixing. Combined with further high signal-to-
noise optical and near-infrared nebular phase spectra of
nearby SNe, we will eventually be able to constrain the yields
of individual elements to still higher accuracy and improve
our understanding of stellar and supernova nucleosynthesis.
6 CONCLUSIONS
We have obtained optical and near-infrared spectra of the
Type IIP SN 2012aw in the nebular phase, and analyzed
these with spectral model calculations. The observed spec-
tral evolution shows close agreement with a model for
a MZAMS = 15 M⊙ progenitor (evolved and exploded
with KEPLER), with additional analysis of magnesium and
sodium emission lines consistently pointing to a progeni-
tor in the 14 − 18 M⊙ range. The endpoint luminosities of
14− 16 M⊙ models are also consistent with the estimate of
the luminosity of the directly detected progenitor star by
Kochanek, Khan & Dai (2012), and hence a self-consistent
solution is found. We have demonstrated how combining
the individual evolution in the three oxygen lines excited
by thermal collisions ([O I] λ5577, [O I] λ6300, and [O I]
λ6364) can be used to constrain the mass of the oxygen
present in the carbon burning ashes (here limiting it to <
1 M⊙), independent of uncertainties in the hydrodynamical
and chemical mixing.
Reviewing the literature of published nebular spec-
tra of Type IIP SNe (with “normal” explosion energies
and 56Ni masses)5 (Turatto et al. 1993; Schmidt et al. 1993;
5 Some objects in the “subluminous” class of Type IIP SNe (e.g.
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Benetti et al. 1994; Elmhamdi et al. 2003; Pozzo et al. 2006;
Sahu et al. 2006; Quimby et al. 2007; Maguire et al. 2010;
Andrews et al. 2011; Inserra et al. 2011; Roy et al. 2011;
Tomasella et al. 2013), we find no observations where the
[O I] λλ6300, 6364 lines are significantly stronger (relative
to the optical spectrum as a whole) than in SN 2012aw. We
conclude that no Type IIP SN has yet been shown to eject
nucleosynthesis products expected from stars more massive
than 20 M⊙.
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